But from this point on, the citizen-soldiers of Washington's army were no longer to be fighting only for the defense of their country, or for their rightful liberties as freeborn Englishmen, as they had at Lexington and Concord, Bunker Hill and through the long siege at Boston. It was now a proudly proclaimed, all-out war for an independent America, a new America, and thus a new day of freedom and equality. At his home in Newport, Nathanael Greene's mentor, the Reverend Ezra Stiles, wrote in his diary almost in disbelief: Thus the Congress has tied a Gordian knot, which the Parli [jament] will find they can neither cut, nor untie. The thirteen united colonies now rose into an Independent Republic among the kingdoms, states, and empires on earth... And have I lived to see such an important and astonishing revolution?

900L We are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball NELSON Rube ran his ball club like it was a major league team. Most Negro teams back then weren't very well organized. Didn't always have enough equipment or even uniforms. They rode in the games in fancy Pullman cars Rube rented and hitched to the back of the train. It was something to see that group of Negroes stepping out of the train, dressed in suits and hats. They were big-leaguers.

900L Princess Posey and the Next-Door Dog GREEN We "have to stop now," said Miss Lee. "It's time for reading." "Ohhh..." a disappointed sound went up around the circle. "Here's what we'll do." Miss Lee stood up. "You are all very interested in dogs. So this week, you can write a story about your own dog or pet. Then you can read it to the class." Everyone got excited.

200L To the Tub
200L Cyborg Substitute
200L The Story of Pocahontas
200L The Cat in the Hat
200L Never Swipe a Bully's Bear
200L Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa
200L The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
200L The Nightmare Before Christmas
300L Judy Moody Saves the World
300L John Henry: An American Legend
300L Sarah, Plain and Tall
300L A Year Down Yonder
400L Holes
400L Charlotte’s Web
400L The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
500L Charlotte’s Web
500L The Namesake
600L The House of the Spirits
600L The Secret Sharer
600L The Metamorphosis
600L Fever Pitch
700L The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
700L The Metamorphosis
700L The Great Gatsby
700L A Separate Peace
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700L The Secret Sharer
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700L Fever Pitch
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700L The Metamorphosis
700L The Great Gatsby
700L A Separate Peace
1000L Sustaining Life: How Human Health Depends on Biodiversity
1000L The Art of War
1000L Fair Play: The Ethics of Sport
1000L Critique of Pure Reason
1100L America's Constitution: A Biography
1100L Declaration of Independence
1100L Profiles in Courage
1100L The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass
1100L In Defense of Food: An Eater's Manifesto
1100L Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
1100L Walden
1100L Arctic Dreams: Imagination and Desire in a Northern Landscape
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1100L Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
1100L Walden
1100L Arctic Dreams: Imagination and Desire in a Northern Landscape
1300L The Rachel Resistance
1300L The Odyssey (MURPHY)
1300L Baseball in April and Other Stories
1300L The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
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